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in defence of the ‘democratic deficit’: reassessing ... - european council and its presidency, for example
– consolidate decade-long in defence of the ‘democratic deficit’: reassessing legitimacy in the european union*
andrew moravcsik harvard university * i gratefully acknowledge comments and suggestions from phillip
budden, oliver gerstenberg, simon the democratic deficit of the european union - eth z - the literature on
the democratic deficit in the european union (eu) is remarkable for its heterogeneity. even the central question as to whether a democratic deficit indeed exists remains un-settled. accordingly, potential solutions to this
possible problem vary in range and scope. puchala (1972) has very perceptively the european union’s
“democratic deficit”: bridging the ... - democratic representation and expansion has developed. europe’s
democratic deficit, whether it be perceived or real, is largely due to the eu’s institutional architecture, which
promotes a type of circulatory decision-making process, but permits little input from the european public
sphere. the problem of “democratic deficit” in the european union - first signs of democratic practices
were seen during the first half of the fifth century in greek city-states where the people participated in law
making and administration. 1 katz, richard (2000), “models of democracy: elite attitudes and the democratic
deficit in the european union, the european union: a democratic institution? - democratic political
systems. it then looks at the european union’s decision-making institutions and at a range of views from
academics and politicians on the extent to which they conform to generally accepted norms of democratic
government. the paper acknowledges the eu’s ‘democratic deficit’ and considers the causes of this. the
european union’s democratic deficit and options for eu ... - the european union’s democratic deficit and
options for eu democracy in the 21st century. dexter lee . abstract . the european union (eu) is widely
acknowledged as a successful example of economic and political integration of nation states today a slate of
democratic institutions such as the european parliament - why there is a democratic deficit in the eu: a
response to ... - articles on the ‘democratic deﬁcit’ in the european union (eu). the topic already receives
huge attention, with ever-more convoluted opinions as to the symptoms, diagnoses, cures and even sideeffects of any medication. however, two major ﬁgures in the study of the european union, giandomenico
majone in defense of the “democratic deficit”: reassessing ... - center for european studies working
paper no. 92 in defense of the “democratic deficit”: reassessing legitimacy in the european union by andrew
moravcsik professor of government director, european union center harvard university center for european
studies 27 kirkland street cambridge, ma 02138 usa democratic deficit critiques and the non-role of
epistemic ... - democratic deficit critiques and the non-role of epistemic communities in the european union
dr. osman sabri kiratli bogazici university international trade department istanbul, turkey abstract this paper
focuses on the democratic deficit critiques of the european union (eu). in the first part, it traces the the
democratic deficit in the european union - claremont - claremont-uc undergraduate research conference
on the european union volume 2009claremont-uc undergraduate research conference on the european union
article 5 march 2012 the democratic deficit in the european union europe’s ‘democratic deﬁcit’: the
question of standards - the democratic deﬁcit are really arguments about the nature, functions and goals of
the ec. the reference to the community rather than to the european union (eu) is deliberate because i want to
focus on the tasks assigned to the european institutions by article 2 of the treaty of rome, as amended.
reconsidering the eu’s ‘democratic deficit’ - reconsidering the eu’s ‘democratic deficit’ – a deliberative
perspective author: christina schmahl ... today’s nature of the european union (eu) as entity sui generis1
displays a fascinating, ... ‘democratic deficit’ in general, on the other hand, it will take a closer look at the
efforts trying to ... europe’s other democratic deficit: national ... - the european union (eu) has a
democratic deficit, but not the one we thought it had. for years, many scholars of european integration have
argued that the eu suffers from a democratic deficit, in the form of a lack of public engagement and political
accountability at the eu level.1
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